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ABOUT THE BOOK
For anyone interested in the coil-sprung Land Rovers that have served (and still serve) with the British armed forces, this book is a must. It covers first-generation Range Rover and Discovery models, as well as the One Ten, Ninety and One Two Seven, their Defender successors and, of course the Wolf XD derivatives. Coverage deliberately ends at 2007 to respect current military sensibilities. This unique and extensively illustrated book describes and illustrates British military use and adaptations of these vehicles, and also contains comprehensive vehicle lists and contract details. The book is a sequel to British Military Land Rovers, the leaf-sprung models, by the same two authors (published by Herridge & Sons in 2015).
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BULLET POINTS
• Brief description of all coil-sprung models used by the British armed forces
• Exhaustive lists of serial numbers
• Contract details
• Special variants
• Includes (some) non-operational prototypes
• Extensively illustrated
• Includes Army, Navy and RAF purchases
• Much new information
• Written by two leading experts
• Overview of operational uses and users

–––––––ENDS–––––––


–––– NOTES TO EDITORS ––––


ABOUT THE AUTHOR
James Taylor has been writing about motoring history since the 1970s. He has written more than 120 books and spent ten years as the editor of Land Rover Enthusiast magazine. He has written very widely for both magazines and books on motoring subjects but has specialised in the history of Rover cars and Land Rovers. He continues to write for the motoring press both at home and abroad.
Place of birth: Lewisham, London • Hometown: Wallingford • Nearest city: Oxford

View a promotional video on our YouTube channel at the following link: N/a


SPECIFICATION
V5240 • Hardback • 25x25cm • £37.5 • 176 pages • 267 colour and b&w pictures • ISBN: 978-1-787112-40-7 • UPC: 6-36847-01240-3
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